couple of guys are working because
they're going out the door tomorrow and
like we've been saying all along our man
bueno
the lead for the PA tomorrow he's gonna
have a whole new plan before he goes out
the door
so he's working it up today I saw Ben
that we're gonna say hi in a minute
now the other thing that's happening is
we're gonna try and tunnel our way into
the new Russia module today I think they
can over the action about now so looking
forward to that right and we're gonna
leave our mark in there so we're gonna

go in there that's it we're all gonna

sign it right in there which will be t1

it only time we've ever put a u.s.

mission patch and oppression body and

then we're gonna change the locks and

sell everything from the inside that's

right Hey best mates asked how you drink

water in space so here's my bag of

drinking water my straw maybe Huck you

can help me out the regular way we drink

is not too different from a straw out of

a cup but the more fun way to do is just

make a little ball of water and then
probably want it back no that's okay all

right

this is gonna be dangerous luckily I

made a small one if you make them bigger

and bigger they get funnier and funnier

no one's oh nice try to be the first

person to drown in space drown live on

the family alright I think and this is

TJ resident station guru for IT and

everything else you've been helping us

all block during the EPA's so TJ how

many months you've been here has any

tanks of bondage village it's not gonna

where I try for that yeah so what's that

43

00:01:49,920 --> 00:01:52,710
what's the best thing you've had to do on this thing working with you guys

no kidding yes there's been a lot of fun

yeah every time we go out and do an Evo move the arm around

TJ's always ready to help keep pretty good cuz he knows where everything is

and how to put things together so when you got home just under two weeks two weeks we look forward to seeing you back

very soon mate I hope so I would sort of be helpful be back all right Chris yeah

all right I was just boy now and he's been working hard getting the suits together for EBA three tomorrow and he
is a boss man eveyone for that EBA and
why don't you tell us a little bit about
it alright we're just doing some
equipment lot prep just getting things
ready in here to go outside I've got my
drink bag
40 ounces of water that's all you get
for six and a half hours out there how
about being no food no beer nothing no
other beverages though I've got my
little comfort gloves to go on
underneath my ABA gloves a few little
things to put on you know get taped up
before the big game
I'll very excited excellent looking
forward to it
oh by all means yeah it's beautiful out
there what's the best thing about space
walking on station versus Hubble and I'm
gonna have this on the record for the
record no it's wonderful to go out
yesterday when we're out at the very end
of the truss out there working on the
batteries you know hanging on out there
that view was incredible so Hubble was
inside the shuttles payload Bay and a
lot of times we just had our nose we're
actually inside the telescope so it was
nice to be out there the you know out

the neighborhood walking around checking

things out it was a lot of fun can you

tell that you Ohio when you're doing

Hubble competitor here oh yeah really as

you can see this is like a low level no

kidding like a strafing run the ground

looked a lot closer definitely we're

about a hundred and twenty miles higher

a long way yeah so we can suit is yours

this is mine over here we have to get a

bar full stripes on it so don't look for

me tomorrow Garrett's got the white

stripes which are identifying all on the
the white suit as nothing so let's meet

101
00:03:57,500 --> 00:04:02,389
Garrett tomorrow and this is me

102
00:03:59,389 --> 00:04:03,289
gotcha the drink bag just goes inside

103
00:04:02,389 --> 00:04:06,679
here

104
00:04:03,289 --> 00:04:07,548
straw pops up there and just take a sip

105
00:04:06,680 --> 00:04:09,530
one evening

106
00:04:07,549 --> 00:04:11,510
well I'm envious I gotta tell you a

107
00:04:09,530 --> 00:04:13,549
winner so have fun tomorrow right well

108
00:04:11,509 --> 00:04:15,798
it's great having you on the arm piers

109
00:04:13,549 --> 00:04:16,100
made here right there all day what we

110
00:04:15,799 --> 00:04:18,978
needed

111
00:04:16,100 --> 00:04:21,139
I'll try not to do with it okay All

112
00:04:18,978 --> 00:04:27,500
Right see you later man one don't hit me

113
00:04:21,139 --> 00:04:31,639
very good see yeah see here we are in

114
00:04:27,500 --> 00:04:36,829
the cupola looking over the Russian end
of station and just tearing along over the ocean he's dead beautiful station and here is the new Russian module Rassvet looking right at it and still firmly attached after we left it there a couple of days ago what a relief and this afternoon we're going to open a hatch and go inside you